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Philip's Guide to the Night Sky Oct 14 2021
A completely revised and redesigned new
edition of this popular introduction to the night
sky. In his characteristically entertaining and
informative style, Sir Patrick introduces the
wonders of the night sky to absolute beginners.
The Moon, the planets, the Sun and the stars
are explained in non-technical language, and
then the constellations are introduced, with the
help of star maps and tables.The four main
chapters in the Philip's Guide to the Night Sky
are devoted to what's on view in each season of
the year. The information is appropriate for
observers in Britain and Ireland, northern
Europe, northern United States and Canada; it
will also be helpful a little outside these
latitudes. Using prominent patterns, such as
the Plough and Orion, Sir Patrick teaches the
reader to 'star-hop' from constellation to
constellation, thus learning to navigate the
night sky. Star maps and photographs illustrate
and clarify what will be on view.Philip's Guide
to the Night Sky is an ideal introduction to
stargazing, suitable for all ages and with no
need for anything more technical than the
naked eye.Main map scale:
2021 Guide to the Night Sky: a Month-Bymonth Guide to Exploring the Skies Above
North America Mar 27 2020 This is the ideal
resource for beginners and experienced
stargazers in the United States and Canada,
and has been updated to include new and
practical information covering events occurring
in North America's night sky throughout 2021.
This practical guide is both an easy
introduction to astronomy and a useful
reference for seasoned stargazers. Now
includes a section on comets and a map of the
moon. Designed specifically for North America.
Written and illustrated by astronomical experts,
Storm Dunlop and Wil Tirion, and approved by
the astronomers of the Royal Observatory
Greenwich. Content includes: * Advice on
where to start looking. * Easy-to-use star maps
for each month with descriptions of what to
see. * Positions of the moon and visible planets.
* Details of objects and events in 2021. * Now
in three editions: Britain and Ireland; North
night-sky-guide

America; Southern Hemisphere.
Astronomy Feb 06 2021 Discusses the basics of
astronomy and offers advice on how to observe
and identify planets, satellites, stars, and the
sun
2021 Guide to the Night Sky: A month-bymonth guide to exploring the skies above
North America Jan 25 2020 This is the ideal
resource for beginners and experienced
stargazers in the United States and Canada,
and has been updated to include new and
practical information covering events occurring
in North America's night sky throughout 2021.
Collins Night Sky Jul 19 2019 An introductory
guide to navigating your way around the night
sky and identifying what you can see on any
given night.
National Audubon Society Field Guide to
the Night Sky Aug 12 2021 The most
comprehensive field guide available to the
fabulous mysteries above--a must-have for any
enthusiast's day pack or home library--from the
go-to reference source for over 18 million
nature lovers. The National Audubon Society
Field Guide to the Night Sky provides a concise
guided tour of the heavens, from planets in our
solar system to the constellations in both the
Northern and Southern hemispheres, stars,
galaxies, astronomical bodies, phenomena,
comets, and more. Featuring a durable vinyl
binding, over 700 full-color photographs, sky
charts, and constellation charts, as well as
detailed descriptive text, this comprehensive,
easy-to-use field guide is the perfect companion
volume for any stargazer.
2022 Guide to the Night Sky: A month-bymonth guide to exploring the skies above
Britain and Ireland Aug 24 2022 “This is a great
guide to the night sky at a great
price”Astronomy Now “A handy and
straightforward guide ... attractive little
booklet” British Astronomical Association's
'Journal' “an ideal Christmas stocking-filler”
The Observatory
National Geographic Backyard Guide to the
Night Sky, 2nd Edition Jan 17 2022 Explore the
star-studded cosmos with this fully updated,
user-friendly skywatcher's guide, filled with
charts, graphics, photographs, and expert tips
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for viewing -- and understanding -- the wonders
of space. Stargazing's too much fun to leave to
astronomers. In these inviting pages, "Night
Sky Guy" Andrew Fazekas takes an expert but
easygoing approach that will delight would-be
astronomers of all levels. Essential information,
organized logically, brings the solar system,
stars, and planets to life in your own backyard.
Start with the easiest constellations and then
"star-hop" across the night sky to find others
nearby. Learn about the dark side of the moon,
how to pick Mars out of a planetary lineup, and
which kinds of stars twinkle in your favorite
constellations. Hands-on tips and techniques
for observing with the naked eye, binoculars, or
a telescope help make the most out of sightings
and astronomical phenomena such as eclipses
and meteor showers. Photographs and graphics
present key facts in an easy-to-understand
format, explaining heavenly phenomena such as
black holes, solar flares, and supernovas.
Revised to make skywatching even easier for
the whole family, this indispensable guide
shines light on the night sky--truly one of the
greatest shows on Earth!
Exploring the Night Sky Aug 20 2019 A basic
guide for beginning observers of the night sky,
introducing information on the locations,
names, and characteristics of stars.
The Southern Sky Guide Nov 22 2019 A
comprehensive and easy-to-use guide to the
brilliant and ever-changing sights of the
southern sky by night.
Ultimate Explorer Field Guide: Night Sky
May 29 2020 Provides a guide for beginning
stargazers, including sky maps and
constellation charts, identification tips, and
space facts and jokes.
A Cat's Guide to the Night Sky Jun 10 2021
The Easy Guide to the Night Sky Apr 20 2022
Written for the amateur astronomer who wants
to discover more in the night sky, this book
explores the constellations and reveals many of
the highlights visible with just your eyes or
binoculars. The highlights include: * The myths
and legends associated with the stars * Bright
stars and multiple stars * Star clusters *
Nebulae * Galaxies Each constellation has its
own star chart and almost all are accompanied
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by graphics depicting the highlights and
binocular views of the best objects. Whether
you're new to astronomy or are an experienced
stargazer simply looking to learn more about
the constellations, this book is an invaluable
guide to the night sky and the stars to be found
there. Praise for other books by Richard J.
Bartlett: "Would recommend, nicely laid out
and easy to follow sky guide. Sensible and clear
advice. I have a small scope and this books
helped me enjoy it much more." by Dan M., on
January 30, 2016 reviewing "Easy Things to See
With a Small Telescope" "This is my third book
from Mr. Bartlett and this one is as good as the
others. I recommend it to all the beginners in
my astronomy club." By Darren C. Bly on
August 15, 2015 reviewing "2016: The Night
Sky Sights" "Lots of wonderful information. A
great reference guide and easy to follow. Every
star gazer should have one with them" - By
janine on November 18, 2015 reviewing "2015
An Astronomical Year" "This is a superb book,
well laid out and easy to follow even if you are a
complete novice or keen astronomer." by mr
Fletcher on October 26, 2014 reviewing "The
Astronomical Almanac, 2015-2019"
The Night Sky Observers Guide Oct 02 2020
Spotter's Guide to the Night Sky Jul 11 2021
Aimed at beginning stargazers, discusses the
comets, planets, meteors, and stars that can be
viewed in the night sky.
Star Finder! Jun 22 2022 A novel approach to
stargazing, this stunning space book features
step-by-step guides to identifying the key
constellations across the northern hemisphere.
What do you see when you look up into the sky?
Have you ever wondered what the stars mean?
Or how they are connected? Or what each
constellation is called? If so, then this may be
the book for you! Little stargazers will enjoy
paging through this awe-inspiring astronomy
book and learning all about the constellations,
their forms, shapes, and stories. This stunning
space book for kids explores different groups of
stars specific to the Northern Hemisphere, with
step-by-step guides to identifying key
constellations, star-spotting, and planet
spotting! Sprinkled with stardust on every
page, budding stargazers aged 9 and over can
explore: - A glow-in-the-dark night-sky viewer
included with the book - How to follow
pathfinder stars to locate constellations Crystal clear diagrams and illustrations - Easyto-read maps - Fact panels that explain
constellations and space science - The final
spread of each chapter shows all the stars in
the sky with constellations unmarked so that
readers can practice star-hopping - Profile's of
galaxies and nebulae in the night sky Star
Finder! is packed with high-quality imagery,
maps of constellations, and tips to spot stars
and patterns, to keep the kids enthralled,
engaged and inspired. Discover striking
pictures of the night sky in this amazing
astronomy book for children. The innovative
step-by-step approach to learning the key
features of the night sky and compelling, easyto-understand graphic style makes for the
beginning of a keen interest in astronomy. This
compelling guide on constellations for kids also
covers planets, spotting nebulas, the milky way,
shooting stars and more. A must-have volume
for budding astronomers aged 9+, the
informative and accessible guides featured
throughout provide crystal clear instructions on
night-sky-guide

recognising the constellations one by one, as
well as pronunciation aids to some of the
complex constellation names, and also
featuring practice star maps for each season, so
curious kids will find it easier than ever to
navigate the night sky!
Backyard Guide to the Night Sky Mar 19
2022 Volume packed full of information that
illuminates key astronomical concepts along
side the history and legends surrounding the
stars and planets.
2022 Guide to the Night Sky: A month-bymonth guide to exploring the skies above
North America Oct 26 2022 This is the ideal
resource for beginners and experienced
stargazers in the United States and Canada,
and has been updated to include new and
practical information covering events occurring
in North America's night sky throughout 2022.
The Monthly Sky Guide; 10th Edition Mar 07
2021 "Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion — two
consummate professionals in the field — have
teamed up to produce an exemplary text with
first-rate illustrations to inspire the beginning
sky-gazer. I heartily recommend this text." —
Neil English, Astronomy Now magazine A userfriendly companion for stargazers of all ages,
this classic beginner's guide describes all the
main sights of the night sky. The newly updated
book contains a chapter for each month,
describing prominent stars, constellations, star
clusters, nebulae, and galaxies. Readers will
discover when to watch meteor showers, when
eclipses will occur, and how to follow the
movements of the four brightest planets
(Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn). Most of the
sights are visible to the naked eye, and all can
be seen with binoculars or a small telescope.
Sections on observing the Moon and the planets
include 50 easy-to-use maps that introduce the
skies of the Northern Hemisphere and a
comprehensive guide to observing the Moon.
"The star maps are first quality … I find them to
be a pleasure to look at and use. If you have a
young person or friend you would like to share
your love of astronomy with, get them a pair of
binoculars and this book and you'll have a
stargazing friend for life." — Mike Simonsen,
Slacker Astronomy
The Night Sky (How to Identify) Sep 20
2019 (Illustrations are best viewed on a tablet.)
An introductory guide to navigating your way
around the night sky and identifying what you
can see on any given night. Please note that
this is the 2004 edition. Chart data is accurate
to the end of 2009.
The Night Sky Observer's Guide: Autumn &
winter Apr 08 2021
Night Sky Watcher Sep 01 2020 Get ready to
explore the magical night sky. Find out
everything there is to know about what you can
spot in the sky, such as how explorers used
constellations as a form of navigation. Also
discover when is the best time to spot comets
and why the Moon's appearance has changed
over time. Night Sky Watcher includes
everything from the Sun to the Moon, to the
stars and planets. Symbols are used within the
book to show what can be seen in the northern
and southern hemispheres. This allows the
reader to view exactly what they can see in the
sky, regardless of their location.
StarFinder for Beginners Oct 22 2019 Turn
your eyes to the skies for this starry-eyed
spectacular! Take this practical page-turner on
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your out-of-this-world adventure to experience
cosmic wonders, key constellations, and
intergalactic information.?? Packed with
crystal-clear visuals, easy-to-read maps, and top
tips, you'll have no problems navigating the
starry night with this indispensable guide.
Discover the most important constellations
visible in the Northern Hemisphere, read the
amazing stories behind each constellation,
recognise the constellations of the zodiac, and
experience the Milky Way as never before.
Learn how to spot planets, galaxies, and
nebulas in our Universe, as mind-blowing
patterns in the sky are revealed in
unprecedented detail. With a foreword by
British space scientist Maggie Aderin-Pocock
and a glow-in-the-dark night-sky viewer
included, StarFinder For Beginners is the total
package for budding astronomers and rising
stars everywhere.
National Geographic's Backyard Guide to
the Night Sky Feb 24 2020
The Stargazer's Guide to the Night Sky Nov
15 2021 "Unless otherwise noted, Scripture
quoatations are from the New King James
Version of the Bible."--T.p. verso.
The Night Sky Jun 17 2019 A guide to viewing
the moon, planets, constellations and celestial
events during different seasons.
Night Sky Sep 25 2022 This informative guide
is an excellent introduction to the stars,
constellations and nebulae that make up the
visible sky at night. Nearly two-thirds of
Americans no longer live in a place where the
Milky Way, our home galaxy, is visible after
dark. This guide not only shows you when it is
visible, but also describes its major features
and where to travel in order to see it.The guide
contains three maps showing the evening sky
four months apart, covering the entire year.
Major stars and constellations are shown in
each along with the position of the Milky Way.
Information is given for how to spot these
features during the night and any time of year.
A fourth map highlights specific details of the
summer Milky Way, the most spectacular sight
anyone can see without need of a telescope, or
even binoculars, under naturally dark
conditions.In addition, we also provide a map of
the United States showing where the darkest
locations are and under what conditions the
Milky Way and a sky full of stars are still
visible. If you are planning a trip to a national
park, where night sky programs, are some of
the most popular programs offered to the
public, or are looking to identify where the
closest place to see a meteor shower or just
enjoy the natural beauty of the Milky Way
stretching from horizon to horizon, this guide
provides what you are looking for.
Constellations Dec 04 2020 Constellations is a
guide to the night sky that focuses on these 88
distinctive patterns, revealing their often
intriguing storiesâ??their origins, mythology,
present-day significance, and the multitude of
wondrous objects they contain. Complete with
over 300 of the best astronomical images ever
captured, a comprehensive introduction to the
stars and other celestial phenomena, and a
series of newly commissioned, state-of-the-art
maps showing the stars that are visible from
populated latitudes in both hemispheres
throughout the year, this magnificent guide has
all you need to know to become an expert
stargazer. Step outside on a clear night, and
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the number of stars in the night sky can be
overwhelming. Take a pair of binoculars or a
small telescope with you, and a celestial vista of
star clusters and clouds, knots of gas and dust,
nearby planets and distant galaxies is revealed.
Since ancient times, stargazers have made
sense of the night sky by grouping its stars into
constellationsâ??star patterns that often have
symbolic or mythological meanings.
The Night Sky Month by Month Dec 24 2019
An invaluable, user-friendly guide to
discovering and navigating the night sky as it
changes. The Night Sky Month by Month offers
beginners to stargazing and amateur
astronomers an insight into the positions of the
stars and planet locations for each month of the
year. Filled with easy-to-use star charts
showing the constellations in both the northern
and southern hemispheres, alongside speciallycommissioned artworks and photography, this
book has everything the budding astronomer
needs to understand the night sky. Including
information on the stars that are visible to the
naked eye, even in the darkest skies, The Night
Sky Month by Month enables everyone to be
awed by stargazing regardless of equipment or
experience. Plus, this newly updated edition
features an almanac detailing the annual and
one-off celestial events for the decade ahead
ensuring newcomers to stargazing will never
miss a visible planet or solar eclipse again.
Night Sky Jul 23 2022 Stargazing is among the
most peaceful and inspiring outdoor activities.
Night Sky, the award-winning book by Jonathan
Poppele, makes it more fun than ever! Take a
simple approach to finding 62 constellations by
focusing on one constellation at a time, instead
of attempting to study dizzying charts. Start
with the easy-to-find constellations during each
season and work toward the more difficult
ones. Better yet, you'll learn how to locate any
constellation in relation to the Big Dipper, the
North Star and the top of the sky. With two
ways to locate each constellation, you'll know
where in the sky to look and what to look for!
Along the way, you'll be introduced to
mythology, facts and tidbits, as well as details
about the planets, solar system and more! As an
added bonus, the book comes with a red-light
flashlight for night reading.
2023 Guide to the Night Sky: A month-bymonth guide to exploring the skies above
North America Dec 16 2021 The ideal gift for
all amateur and seasoned astronomers. This is
the ideal resource for beginners and
experienced stargazers in the United States
and Canada, and has been updated to include
new and practical information covering events
occurring in North America's night sky
throughout 2023.
A Walk Through the Southern Sky Sep 13
2021 A Walk through the Southern Sky is a
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beautifully illustrated guide to the stars and
constellations of the southern hemisphere. By
following the simplified and easy-to-use
starmaps, readers will be able to identify
constellations with no equipment but normal
sight and a clear night sky. This book provides
clear instructions on how to determine star
sizes and the distances between stars, allowing
readers to move easily between constellations.
The budding astronomer is introduced to the
mystery and wonder of the southern sky as the
myths and legends of its stars and
constellations are wondrously retold. The third
edition of this magical book features a new
moon map, an updated list of planet positions,
additional illustrations and more realistic star
maps. It is an invaluable and beautiful guide for
beginner stargazers, both young and old.
100 Things to See in the Night Sky, Expanded
Edition May 21 2022 Discover the amazing
wonders of the night sky with this expanded
edition to 100 Things to See in the Night Sky,
perfect for every amateur stargazer and
armchair astronomer! Keep your feet on the
ground and experience the night sky to the
fullest by exploring planets, satellites, and
constellations with this all-inclusive reference
guide to space. 100 Things to See in the Night
Sky, Expanded Edition is full of information on
the many amazing things you can see with a
telescope, or just your naked eye! From
shooting stars to constellations and planets to
satellites, this book gives you a clear picture of
what you can see on any given night. Learn
about the celestial bodies that have captured
people’s imaginations for centuries, with
specific facts alongside traditional myths and
beautifully illustrated photographs and star
charts that will help you know where to look for
the best view. With this illuminating guide,
you’ll enjoy hours of stargazing, whether you’re
travelling, camping, sitting in your back yard,
or simply flipping through the beautiful images
in this book.
Night Sky Almanac 2023: A stargazer’s guide
Jun 29 2020 A beautiful gift for anyone
interested in the night sky. Follow the progress
of constellations throughout the seasons with
this beautiful companion to the night sky from
Astronomy experts Collins.
The Monthly Sky Guide Nov 03 2020 The ninth
edition of Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion's famous
guide to the night sky is updated with planet
positions and forthcoming eclipses to the end of
the year 2017. It contains twelve chapters
describing the main sights visible in each
month of the year, providing an easy-to-use
companion for anyone wanting to identify
prominent stars, constellations, star clusters,
nebulae and galaxies; to watch out for meteor
showers ('shooting stars'); or to follow the
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movements of the four brightest planets, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Most of the sights
described are visible to the naked eye and all
are within reach of binoculars or a small
telescope. This revised and updated edition
includes sections on observing the Moon and
the planets, with a comprehensive Moon map.
The Monthly Sky Guide offers a clear and
simple introduction to the skies of the northern
hemisphere for beginners of all ages.
2018 Guide to the Night Sky: A month-bymonth guide to exploring the skies above
Britain and Ireland Feb 18 2022 “This is a great
guide to the night sky at a great price”
Astronomy Now Best-selling and most
comprehensive handbook to the planets, stars
and constellations visible from the northern
hemisphere. 6 pages for each month covering
January–December 2018.
The Star Guide Jan 05 2021 This thoroughly
revised and updated edition of the international
bestselling guide to the night sky puts the
universe at your fingertips, featuring more than
60 easy-to-read colour star charts that map the
heavens - month by month and season by
season - as different stars and constellations
come and go.- Easy to use and lavishly
illustrated, The Star Guide is expertly written
by one of the world's leading writers on
astronomy and space.- The high-quality
planisphere is an invaluable tool for following
the stars and constellations visible every hour
of every night of the year.- Backing up visual
observations of the night sky, special
information sections provide essential reading
to help understand the nature of stars and
galaxies and what makes the universe tick.Spectacular new images taken by the Hubble
Space Telescope are the highlights of more
than 150 full-colour photographs that provide
the stunning backdrop to this unparalleled
study of the night sky.
Night Sky Almanac 2022: A stargazer’s
guide Jul 31 2020 The perfect gift for amateur
and seasoned astronomers. Follow the progress
of constellations throughout the seasons with
this beautiful companion to the night sky from
Astronomy experts Collins.
Collins Stars and Planets Guide (Collins
Guides) Apr 27 2020 The classic guide to the
night sky, now in its fifth edition as part of the
authoritative ‘Collins Guide’ series.
Starfinder May 09 2021 Now with removable
planisphere! Starfinder lays out the universe
clearly, highlighting the signposts in the sky
and explaining the cosmology of the stars.
Discover the wonders of the night sky with upto-date information about the universe,
including monthly charts to both the northern
and southern hemisphere, and a section on
observing the Moon, planets, and other bodies
of the solar system.
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